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Abstract:
Interstitial nitrides and carbides of early transition metals in groups IV-VI exhibit
platinum-like electronic structures, which make them promising candidates to replace noble
metals in various catalytic reactions. Herein, we present the preparation and characterization
of nano-sized transition metal nitries and carbides of groups IV-VI (Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo,
and W) using mesoporous graphitic carbon nitride (mpg-C3N4), which not only provides
confined spaces for restricting primary particle size but also acts as a chemical source of
nitrogen and carbon. We studied the reactivity of the metals with the template under N2 flow
at 1023 K while keeping the weight ratio of metal to template constant at unity. The produced
nanoparticles were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, CHN elemental analysis,
nitrogen sorption, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy.
The results show that Ti, V, Nb, Ta, and Cr form nitride phases with face centered cubic
structure, whereas Mo and W forme carbides with hexagonal structures. The tendency to form
nitride or carbide obeys the free formation energy of the transition metal nitrides and carbides.
This method offers the potential to prepare the desired size, shape and phase of transition
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metal nitrides and carbides that are suitable for a specific reaction, which is the chief objective
of materials chemistry.

1. Introduction
Transition metal nitrides and carbides of groups (IV-VI) are a group of compounds
possessing electric, magnetic and catalytic characteristics that make them potential substitutes
for noble metals in various material science and heterogeneous catalysis applications.[1-4] The
electronic properties of metal nitrides and carbides are well known to determine their
reactivity and stability.[5,6] The modification occurring in the metal d-band upon nitride and
carbide formation is responsible for their excellent catalytic properties.[2] Studies confirmed
that hybridization between d-orbital of the metal and p-orbital of non-metal causes an
expansion of metal lattice which resulted in a contraction of the metal d-band.
Consequentially, this contraction leads to a higher density of states (DOS) near the Fermi
level approaching the d-band of Pt.[3,7-9] Thus, transition metal nitrides and carbides exhibit
catalytic properties similar to those of the noble metals in various reactions, including
hydrogenolysis, hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, isomerization,[5] hydrodesulfurization
(HDS), hydrodenitrogenation (HDN),[11] ammonia synthesis,[12,13] ammonia decomposition,[14]
and electrochemical reactions.[8,9,15] The catalytic activities of interstitial nitrides and carbides
depend on their surface composition and on conditions that are strongly related to their
synthesis methods.[9,16]
The traditional approaches to synthesize transition metal nitrides and carbides limit
their use in catalytic application because they suffer from many drawbacks such as large
particle size, high energy consumption, poor crystallinity, and incomplete reactions, which
result in O, C and N contaminations.[17] Considerable attention has been focused on
developing effective methods that can directly enable both changing the end result from
nitrides to carbides and controlling the size and shape of the produced nanoparticles. One
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possible approach reported in the literature is the urea-glass route, a sol-gel process reported
by Giordano et al.[1,18,19] This study presents a unique method to change the obtained
compounds from nitrides to carbides, i.e., from Mo2N to Mo2C and W2N to WC, respectively,
simply by changing the ratio of urea to metal precursor. A low urea-to-metal ratio tends to
produce nitride, whereas carbide is obtained at higher urea-to-metal ratios.[18-20] This method
was applied for other transition metals to obtain TiN, VN, NbN, GaN, and TiC(N). Research
led by Antonietti demonstrated the use of mesoporous graphite mpg-C3N4[21-24] to synthesize
metal nitrides nanoparticles such as TiN,[15] VN,[25] GaN,[25] Ta3N5[22,26] and ternary Al-Ga-N
and Ti-V-N[27] nanoparticles. Our group reported a unique synthetic approach to synthesize
molybdenum and tungsten carbide nanoparticles with sizes of 3 and 5 nm, respectively, using
mpg-C3N4 as a reactive template, and the produced nanoparticles show high current for
hydrogen evolution reaction in acidic media.[28,29] Additionally, we reported the synthesis of
different phases of tantalum carbide, carbonitride, and nitride nanoparticles with cubic
structures directly through the reaction of a metal precursor with the mpg-C3N4 template.[30]
Using the mpg-C3N4 template approach to synthesize transition metal nitrides and carbides
nanoparticles is a unique method because the template both confines the particle growth and
provides carbon and nitrogen elements. The mpg-C3N4 completely decomposes into reactive
C and N fragments at approximately 950 K, even under an inert atmosphere (e.g., N2 or
Ar),[31] whereas other conventional carbon sources require the air to be gasified.[22] During the
synthesis, there is no need for isolation or purification steps due to the complete thermal
decomposition of C3N4. Additionally, this approach provides control over the size and shape
of the resultant nanoparticles as they reflect the size and shape of the original silica template
used to generate the mpg-C3N4. Applying different silica templates in the C3N4 preparation
results in various pore shapes and sizes, which consequently produce different morphologies
in the transition metal nitrides and carbides.[22,31,32] Studies show that the size is associated
with the concentration of the metal precursor solution used in the synthesis. Concentrated
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solutions yield larger particle sizes, whereas smaller particle size are obtained from dilute
solutions.[21]
In this paper, we present a general synthetic procedure for preparing a whole class of
early transition metal nitride and carbide nanoparticles of groups IV, V, and VI by applying
the C3N4 template approach. In addition, we studied the reactivity of the transition metal
precursors with mpg-C3N4, which acts as a chemical source of carbon or nitrogen for the
formation of nitride or carbide nanoparticles, respectively. By conducting experiments on a
series of transition metals, we identified clear tendencies to form either nitride or carbide
under similar conditions, reflecting the identity of parent metal. Our study proved the
effectiveness of such a method to produce different phases of interstitial nitride and carbide
nanoparticles that could be applied accordingly in a wide range of applications in chemistry
and materials science.

2. Results and Discussion
The mpg-C3N4 template used was reported in our previous report.[28,29] Briefly, the
BET surface area is 162 m2 g−1, and the pore volume and average pore size are 0.35 cm3 g−1
and 6 nm, respectively. The decomposition products were hydrogen cyanide, nitrogen and
cyanogen, respectively, detected by mass spectroscopy, together with C3Nx residue (likely
melamine fragments) at the outlet of the reactor.
Different transition metal nitride and carbide nanoparticle phases were produced via
the reaction of the metal precursors with the mpg-C3N4 template that both confines the
particle growth and provides carbon and nitrogen. The reaction was conducted at a constant
temperature of 1023 K under nitrogen flow while keeping the weight ratio of C3N4 to the
metal precursor constant at 1:1. Our previous study demonstrated that different metal-toC3N4-precursor ratios cause different chemical potentials for C/N in the reactor, thus leading
to additional reactions that form nitride and carbide. In this study, we maintain conditions
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similar to this ratio, so that the tendency to form one or the other type of compound reflected
the nature of the metal used.
The expected reaction pathway may include the following steps. First, a metal
orthoester was likely formed by dissolving the metal chloride in alcohol followed by
removing HCl. Then, an incipient wetness method was used to impregnate the solution into
the mpg-C3N4 template at room temperature, where there are no reactions to form M-C or MN. When the mixture was heated to 960 K, the reactive template C3N4 decomposed into active
carbon and nitrogen species.[28,29] These highly active species can reduce the metal centers
and produce corresponding nitrides or carbides via carbothermal reduction followed by either
nitridation or carburising process. In general, carbon or nitrogen active species compete to
bind the transition metal atoms. As a result, either transition metal nitrides or carbides are
formed based on the reactivity of the transition metals towards nitrogen and carbon fragments.
Early transition group (IV-VI) metal nitrides and carbides exhibit close-packed
structures where carbon or nitrogen occupies specific interstitial sites on the metal lattice.[13,7,33]

Studies show that, interstitial compounds can be formed when the ratio of the radius of

the interstitial atom to the radius of the host metal atom is less than 0.59.[2,3,33,34] Among the
products obtained with various metals, there were two distinctive groups of crystal structures.
Ti, V, Nb, Ta and Cr formed face centered cube phases with the Fm-3m (225) space group as
shown in XRD patterns with main diffraction peaks of (111), (200), (220), and (311) (Fig. 1).
The d-spacings well reflect ionic radii of the metals, which were in the order, Cr(III) < V(III)
< Ti(III) < Nb(III) ~ Ta(III) as listed in Table 1. These phases were all assignable to nitride
phase as PDF references listed in Table 1. For Cr sample, the sharp peak indicates the
formation of crystalline CrN (~25 nm from Scherrer equation). For Ta sample, XRD pattern
assignable to Ta2O5 was also observed, which was possibly formed upon the exposure to the
ambient after the synthesis at room temperature. The very weak peaks assignable to TaN in
cubic structure was evidenced, where further details were discussed in our previous
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publication.[30] In the case of Mo and W, hexagonal structure was obtained, ascribable to W2C
or Mo2C (PDF references are listed in Table 1), as reported in our previous publication.[28,29]
In addition, broad peaks ascribable to MoC(N) and WC(N) phase was also observed, with
small shoulder peak of metallic phase for W, which confirms that the reductive process
happens during this synthesis in the case of W.[28,29]
The electronic factor was explained using the Engel-Brewer theory, which states that
the resultant structure depends on the number of sp electrons. The metallic Mo possesses a
bcc structure, whereas Mo2C and Mo2N are hcp and fcc, respectively.[2] The structure changes
from bcc to hcp to fcc with increasing amounts of sp electrons.[2] The incomplete filling of the
d-band for transition metals of group IV and V drives them to receive a high proportion of sp
electrons and accordingly produce an fcc structure. However, transition metals in group VI
possess an hcp structure with metal-rich stoichiometry because of the increased d-band filling.
[2,7,35]

Additionally, the formation of high metal stoichiometry was in accordance with an

attempt to avoid filling of antibonding levels in the metal bands.[5]
XPS spectra of the obtained samples for core levels of N 1s, C 1s, O 1s, and metal (Ti
2p, V 2p, Nb 3d, Ta 4f, Cr 2p, Mo 3d, W 4f) are shown in Fig. 2. First, it was noticeable that
strong signals of the O 1s peaks at 530-531 eV were obtained, which are assigned to metal
oxides in all the samples.[36-44] Due to the passivation step at the end of the synthetic
procedure in addition to the exposure of the sample to ambient air, an oxide layer was formed
on the surface even though the samples were completely cooled to room temperature.[28,29] On
the other hand, N 1s at 396-397 eV, which is assigned to metal nitride phase, was observed
for Ti (TiN),[45,46] Nb (NbN),[47] Ta (TaN),[48,49] Mo (MoN(C), W (W2N(C)),[50] and most
clearly Cr (CrN).[51,52] As for V, nitride peak was not detectable although XRD pattern
indicates the formation of VN. This can be due to the surface oxidation of the sample. The
peaks of N 1s at 398-402 eV were assigned to carbon nitride residue (nitrogen bonded to sp
and sp2 carbon), coinciding the broad peaks for C 1s at 285-287 eV.[30,53,54] The C-N species
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was originated from the decomposition of the C3N4 template.[28,30] The C 1s XPS spectra
contained a characteristic peak attributed to graphite at 284.4 eV.[55] The carbide phase for W
was confirmed by detecting the characteristic peak at 283.2 eV in the C 1s spectrum.[56,57]
The Ti 2p XPS spectrum of the sample exhibited main doublet lines at 458.4 eV for Ti
2p3/2 and 464.1 eV for Ti 2p1/2, which are characteristic of amorphous TiO2.[36,58] The
observed shoulder at 454.5 eV for Ti 2p3/2 and the binding energy of N 1s at 396.4 eV both
confirm the formation of TiN.[45,46] There is a small peak in the Ti 2p spectrum at 456.4 eV
that is difficult to identify due to the overlap of the signals emitted from the Ti 2p3/2 of TiO2
and TiN. As a result, this binding energy was attributed to the intermediate phase of Ti-ON,[41] associated with the peak at 395.8 eV in the N 1s spectrum.[59] The XPS spectrum of the
V 2p core level shows the presence of two dominant peaks at binding energies of 517.0 eV for
V 2p3/2 and 524.6 eV for V 2p1/2, which were assigned to V5+ in V2O5. [60,61] This surface oxide
layer was formed during the passivation step as mentioned previously.[28] Additional doublets
were observed at 516.0 eV and 523.6 eV for V 2p3/2 and V 2p1/2, respectively, which were
close to the reported value of V 2p for the VO2 phase.[62] The XPS spectrum of the core level
Nb 3d shows the presence of three distinct peaks at binding energies of 204.2 eV, 207.6 eV
and 210.4 eV. The doublet lines at 207.6 eV for Nb 3d5/2 and 210.4 eV for Nb 3d3/2 were
assigned to Nb5+ in Nb2O5.[39,63] The peak at 204.2 eV in addition to binding energy at 397.3
eV for N 1s both correspond to NbN phase.[64] Ta 4f showed the presence of two peaks at
binding energies of 26.3 eV for Ta 4f7/2 and 28.2 eV for Ta 4f5/2, which were assigned to Ta5+
(most likely Ta2O5).[48,49] The XPS spectrum of the Cr 2p core level shows a doublet line at
575.6 eV for Cr 2p3/2 and 585.3 eV for Cr 2p1/2, which correspond to Cr3+ from Cr2O3.[51,65] A
shoulder observed at 574.4 eV for Cr 2p3/2 was assigned to Cr3+ from CrN, together with the
characteristic peak at 396.4 eV observed in N 1s.[51,52] The Mo 3d core level spectrum showed
the presence of three peaks at binding energies of 236.0 and 232.8 eV for Mo 3d 3/2 and Mo
3d5/2, respectively, which were assigned to Mo6+ (most likely from MoO3).[41,66] In addition,
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Mo4+ (from MoO2) was observed at 228.9 eV.[67] The XPS spectrum of the W 4f core level
shows characteristic peaks at 38.1 and 35.9 eV which were assigned to W 4f7/2 and W 4f5/2
doublet for tungsten oxide.[32] A doublet line was detected at binding energy 31.8 eV for W
4f7/2 and 34.0 eV for W 4f5/2 characteristic for tungsten carbide, consistent with the presence
of peak at 283.2 eV in the C 1s spectrum.[56,57]
For Ti, V, Nb, Ta, and Cr samples, elemental analyses (Table 1) shows comparable or
richer amount of nitrogen than that of carbon. For Mo and W, a trace amount of nitrogen is
present which indicates that Mo and W precursors act as a catalyst which almost completely
gasified the nitrogen from the template and reacted with carbon fragments to produce carbide
phase. The excess amount of carbon unincorporated into the inorganic phase plays an
important role to inhibit aggregation of the produced nanoparticles particulay for Ti, V, Nb,
Ta and Mo as will be confirmed later by TEM. The BET surface areas for the samples (Table
1) were generally higher than 100 m2 g−1, well reflecting the successful use of mpg-C3N4
template. Note that the contribution of some carbon residue enlarges the surface area. In
contrast, low surface area was obtained for Cr and W samples because of the nanoparticles
aggregation which may due to interparticles interaction attributed to the metallic character of
transition metal nitride and carbides.[19,68,69] Also, lack of carbon residue in the case of W2C
found to be responsible for low surface area of tungsten sample.[70]
Fig. 3 shows the TEM images and SAED patterns of the synthesized samples. The
TEM images generally show the formation of small ~5 nm nanocrystals, which reflects the
original pore size of the mpg-C3N4 template (6 nm). The particles were dispersed in the
matrix of the carbonaceous species, which is consistent with elemental analysis results that
confirms the presence of residual carbon. For Ti, V, Nb, Ta, and Cr samples, which are
characterized as nitride phase from XRD, the corresponding SAED patterns revealed three
diffraction rings whose radii were assigned to the interatomic spacings of the nitride cubic
structure crystal planes (111), (200), and (220). The weak rings of spots could be due to the
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lack of crystallinity or the presence of ultrafine nanoparticles, which is consistent with the
XRD pattern. These results were consistent with the XRD pattern, XPS spectra and the high
carbon concentrations detected by elemental analysis was formed as a result of the
decomposition of carbon nitride template. For Mo and W samples, the corresponding SAED
patterns exhibited three diffraction rings whose radii corresponded to the interatomic spacings
of hexagonal structure crystal planes (002), (102), and (110).
In this study, we have chosen to investigate the synthesis of various transition metal
materials at 1023 K, i.e., the temperature threshold that mpg-C3N4 decomposes and
reacts.[29,30] Under the similar conditions investigated, identity of metal affects the tendency to
form metal nitrides or carbides suggesting that metal reacts with carbon nitride to form metalnitrogen or metal-carbon bonds producing different products and residue, as reported that the
decomposition of carbon nitrides is catalytic.[29,30]. Similar activity of carbon and nitrogen in
the system is expected as the template was identical. As can be considered from Table 2, the
tendency to either form carbide or nitride was strongly driven by the free energy of formation,
as a consequence of stable crystal structure and electronic configuration. The observed trend
indicates that the free energy of formation of nitride is relatively lower for group IV and V
transition metals, whereas the carbide phase is relatively more favorable for group VI, in
particular for Mo and W.[71,72] This tendency was also found to depend on the electronic
structure of the d-band of the transition metals. Carbon and nitrogen donate one and two
electrons, respectively, to the d-band of the transition metal, which was split into bonding and
antibonding orbitals. Due to the lower d-band filling of group IV transition metals, they tend
to accept more electrons. This acceptance is associated with binding to interstitial atoms that
provide a high ratio of electrons to the metal. As a result, the most stable group IV nitride
phase is formed with a half-filled d-shell. On the other hand, group VI transition metals with
higher d-band filling produced carbides rather than nitrides due to an attempt to avoid
occupying the antibonding level of the transition metals.[33]
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3. Conclusion
This study synthesized a whole class of group IV-VI metal nitride and carbide
nanoparticles by reacting metal precursors with an mpg-C3N4 template at 1023 K. The
characterization results showed a clear trend in the formation of nitride and carbide phases
that primarily depends on the free energy of formation of these compounds. Our study shows
that nitrides were produced via the reaction of Ti, V, Nb, Ta and Cr with a reactive carbon
nitride template. On the contrary, Mo and W tend to directly produce carbides rather than
nitrides. Our experimental results were found to be in agreement with the thermodynamics of
interstitial nitride and carbide formation. The applied synthetic procedure provides control
over the size and shape of the produced nanoparticles, which can be achieved by adjusting the
size and shape of the original silica used to prepare the reactive template. Thus, this method
offers the potential to prepare the desired size, shape and phase of transition metal nitrides and
carbides that are suitable for a specific reaction, which is the chief objective of materials
chemistry. This paper contributes to the body of knowledge on producing nitride and carbide
nanoparticles as non-noble materials for different applications in catalysis and material
science.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns for various samples (Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W) synthesized using
mpg-C3N4 at 1023 K.
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Figure 2. XPS spectra (N 1s, C 1s, O 1s, and electron energies corresponding to various
metals) for various samples (Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W) synthesized using mpg-C3N4 at 1023
K.
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Figure 3. TEM images for various samples (Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W) synthesized using
mpg-C3N4 at 1023 K. Scale bar: 5nm.

Table 1. Assignment of XRD patterns, elemental analysis (C and N), and BET surface area
for various samples.
Transition
metals

Atomic
radius (pm)

Ionic radius
(pm)

Main
phasea

PDF

C (%)

N (%)

BET
surface
area
2

a)

−1

Ti
V
Nb
Ta
Cr
Mo

146.7
133.8
145.6
145.7
126.7
138.6

(III) 81
(III) 78
(III) 86
(III) 86
(III) 76
(IV) 79

TiN
VN
NbN
TaN
CrN
Mo2C

01-087-0630
00-035-0768
03-065-0436
03-065-9404
00-011-0065
00-001-1188

19
6.0
9.3
3.7
8.0
21

21
10
6.8
4.8
12
1.3

(m g )
146
171
157
107
16
120

W

139.4

(IV) 80

W2C

01-079-0743

3.5

0.3

18

Assigned from XRD patterns

Table 2. Standard formation energy of various transition metal nitrides and carbides.[71,72]
Nitride
Ti + 1/2N2  TiN
V + 1/2N2  VN
Nb + 1/2N2  NbN
Ta + 1/2N2  TiN
Cr + 1/2N2  CrN
Mo + 1/4N2  1/2Mo2N
W + 1/4N2  1/2W2N

ΔG°298
−309
−191
−206
−224
−92.8
−27.3
+39.0

Carbide
Ti + C  TiC
V + C  VC
Nb + C  NbC
Ta + C  TiC
Cr + 3/2C  1/3Cr3C2
Mo + 1/2C  Mo2C
W + C  WC
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ΔG°298
−181
−99
−136.9
−142.6
−102.1
−58.82
−38.48
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ToC
A series of transition metal (Group IV-VI) nitrides and carbides nanoparticles are
synthesized using reactive mpg-C3N4 template. mpg-C3N4 not only provides confined
spaces for restricting primary particle size but also acts as a chemical source of nitrogen and
carbon. Thermodynamically-driven formation results in two distinctive trend of nitride or
carbide, where Ti, V, Nb, Ta, and Cr forms nitride while Mo and W forms carbide at 1023 K.
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